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PIANO HIRE

Piano Hire

There is nothing quite like the sound and
spectacle of a grand piano.
And should you need one, our entertainment agency, as
specialists in pianists and bands featuring the piano, have
several stunning full size grand pianos available to hire.
We can deliver a resplendent perfectly tuned piano to your
event - (with or without pianist!). Hire cost and delivery are
dependent on your location, so for more information or a
quote, please call us on 0203 883 5799.

Piano Shell Hire

However, when a full grand piano is impractical,
we have the solution - our ingenious portable
grand piano shells.
Complete with a fully weighted 88 note keyboard hidden
inside and fully set up with amplifier, our piano shells create
the elegant presence of a grand piano with considerably
more convenience. Read on for further details.

The Portable
Piano Shell

Portable and taking just two minutes to put
together, no location is off limits with our
portable piano shell.
So you need a grand piano on a stage in the middle of a
swimming pool, on a boat, in a field, on a roof-top – tricky?
Not for us. At The London Piano Forte Network we have
ingenious grand piano shells available for hire to add
elegance and grandeur to your event wherever it may be.

Grand Piano
Shell Features:

It’s portable - weighing 22 kilograms and measuring 146 x
100 x 25cm when folded and 146 x 100 x 85cm unfolded.
It’s simple to erect - taking just a couple of minutes to
unfold, we can turn a keyboard into a grand piano anywhere
and you can dress it as you like, decorating with flowers etc,.
You can play it yourself - It comes complete with an 88 note
keyboard hidden inside and is set up with amplification. Or
hire one of our talented pianists - the choice is yours.
You can keep the neighbours happy - Using a keyboard
within the shell enables full control of volume – essential for
venues where music volume is a sensitive issue.
It’s the perfect solution for venues without their own in-tune
grand piano, where the event calls for such an instrument.

Grand Piano
Shell Hire

To see a demonstration of our portable piano
shell in action click here
For more information please visit our website or for a quote,
please email info@londonpianofortenetwork.com or call us
on 0203 883 5799.
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